REASONS TO UPGRADE TO
Microsoft ’ s Dynamics GP 10
Microsoft Dynamics GP 10.0 brings together personal
productivity and business processes through new and
improved integration with Microsoft Office SharePoint
Server 2007, Microsoft SQL ServerTM 2005, and
Microsoft .NET technologies. Microsoft Dynamics GP 10
is delivering over 120 enhancements with this new
release including:
1) Reconcile Receivables Management and Payables
Management to General Ledger. This reconcile
process generates a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that
can be used to match transactions in Payables
Management or Receivables Management that have
been posted to General Ledger. While this process
doesn't generate correcting transactions, if they’re
needed, it can help identify discrepancies between in
General Ledger and the sub-ledgers.
2) Simplify Navigation with the Actions Pane, a
graphical, roles-tailored command bar—inspired by
“Ribbons” in the 2007 Microsoft Office System—that
appears across all navigation lists. Staff can preview
and filter details for lists and then perform actions
against multiple selected records—without the need
to open and juggle new windows.
3) Historical Inventory Trial Balance Report shows
your inventory value as of a specific date or date
range and the value of the five different quantity
types. You can use this report to balance your
inventory value with appropriate account in General
Ledger.
4) Security Roles and Tasks. Microsoft Dynamics GP
no longer supports optimistic security. New users, by
default will not have access to any Microsoft
Dynamics GP data. Using security roles and tasks,
you can provide users with only enough access to do
their job, which helps to provide a secure
environment for your data.
5) Save time and improve accuracy for payables
processes with the ability to specify and adjust
vendor-specific 1099 tax types and box numbers, print
in multiple boxes on a single 1099 form, or print
multiple 1099a based on tax type. New EFT output

options include optional pre-notes, printing nonnegotiable checks for EFT payments, validation for
transit numbers and support for corporate payments.
6) Simplify workstation installation with prompts and
prerequisite checkers for Microsoft Dynamics GP,
Microsoft Business Portal and Windows Share Point
Services. In addition, an improved template process
automates the ODBC setup, mapping to network
shared folders and selecting the proper modules to
install.
7) Make it easy to and fast to find, use and share the
right information. Using Microsoft Office SharePoint
Server 2007, people can define and initiate searches
that return not only structured Microsoft Dynamics
GP data, but also unstructured information, including
Office Word documents, Office Excel spreadsheet
and Office Outlook e-mail messages.
8) Reporting. New integrations with Microsoft Excel, and
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services provide you
with more reporting opportunities than before. Default
Excel reports have been created for you based on
existing SmartList favorites. You can deploy these
reports to a network location or Microsoft Office
SharePoint server library, where you can open the
reports and view live Microsoft Dynamics GP data. You
can deploy reports from within Microsoft Dynamics GP
if you aren't using Microsoft Office SharePoint server.
9) Efficiently manage demanding payroll requirements.
Quickly Calculate and make retroactive pay
adjustments to employee earnings for supplemental
wages, as well as monitor garnishment across
different states and jurisdictions. Manage complex
deduction priorities and help ensure compliance with
the ability to sequence tax-sheltered and garnishment
deductions.
10) Streamline Purchase Order Processing with
automated, roles-tailored approval routings. Returns
management improvements include password
protection for deleting Returns Management
Authorizations and the ability to use expired lots
when entering purchasing returns.

